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We build tools for libraries too:

to realize significant savings,

delight patrons,

and

make the leap to Open by default.
... And Many Others
We’re making it easier to do research without a subscription.
Our plan has **three** parts.
1. InstantILL

Build powerfully simple tools to deliver articles without a subscription.
2. Shareyourpaper.org

Making it radically simpler to deposit into repositories.
3. How

Codesign with libraries.
Design for setup in 30 minutes.
Put equity at the core of our business model.
Open source, non-profit, and academia-owned.
Why?
Checkout: Unpaywall Journals by Our Research
9% of base cost

79% Instant Usage

7 subscribed journals

- 21% ILL and other
- 4% Subscription
- 13% OA
- 56% Backfile
- 8% ILL
- 6% ResearchGate etc

Checkout: Unpaywall Journals by Our Research
Libraries have led the charge to open up access to the scholarly literature.

It’s time to turn that leadership into leverage to reduce costs, to save staff time, to improve library services, and to open up even more content.
InstantILL: Deliver Articles Simply, With or Without Subscriptions
"We provide leadership support as an investment in community-owned infrastructure that improves our services, helps reduce dependency on subscriptions, and advances equitable access to information."

Tina Baich
Senior Associate Dean for Scholarly Communication & Content Strategies
Without a subscription, delivering content seamlessly becomes harder. InstantILL changes that.
- One, simple user interface that gives users the best option to get access from your holdings, Open Access, purchase on demand, and ILL.
- Process ILL requests more quickly & automatically.
- Helps make papers Open Access
Interlibrary Loan

If you need a paper or book you can request it from any library in the world through Interlibrary loan. Start by entering a full article title, citation, DOI or URL:

```
e.g. Lessons in data entry from digital native populations
```

Find paper

Need a book or something else?
Instantly deliver 25% of ILLs.

80% of ILL automatically processed.
Set up in 30 minutes.
Pilot in one click.
No hosting or tech skills.
Works with:

SFX, Serial Solutions
ILLiad, WMS, Relais ILL, Tipasa.

More coming soon.
Go direct to delivery
Purchase on demand
More compatibility
Tighter Integrations
Get set up in 30 minutes for free at InstantILL.org
Shareyourpaper.org: Make sharing in your repository the simplest way to increase your author’s impact.
"We're excited to finally build everything we've learned from mediated deposit into a simple tool, not a dozen workarounds, that enables every library to make self-archiving not just the right thing, but the easy thing, for every author"

Leila Sterman
Scholarly Communication Librarian & Assistant Professor
Sharing should be simple.
Your lives should be simple.
Click a link, drag and drop, done.
Shareyourpaper.org automates the deposit workflow—metadata entry, permissions and version checking—and beautifully explains the only step for uploaders.

Uploading the paper itself.
Available to any library, with any repository, as an embeddable tool. Needs no complex integrations or migrations for your repository.

Use it as an API, and at shareyourpaper.org
Dear Your Name,

Congratulations, from Montana State University Library, on your publication of "Your New Article Title" in Amazing Journal Title. We value the work that you are doing!

We would like to make a copy of your paper openly available in ScholarWorks, our institutional repository. It should only take a minute, and you can do it at scholarworks.montana.edu/?submit=10.1234.345678

Please do not hesitate to contact us for clarification.

Thank you for working with us on this important project.

Best,
Leila
Congrats from MSU Library!

Leila < leila@montana.edu >
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You can freely share your paper now!

To enable colleagues and the public to freely download and cite your paper the library has checked and "{{your journal}}" encourages you to freely share a version of "{{your article}}".[?].

✓ Find the version that was accepted. It's not a PDF from the journal site

This is the only version you’re able to share legally. The accepted version, or ‘post-print’, is what you sent to publisher after peer-review and acceptance but before formatting. Often, it’s a docx or latex export, not publisher proofs.

✓ Check there isn’t publisher logos or formatting

It’s normal to share accepted versions as the research is the same, and we’ll link to the final published pdf for those who can pay for it. It’s fine to make small edits to formatting, remove comments, arrange figures etc.

We’ll check the version, then preserve, and promote your work.

Select, or drag and drop a file

By uploading you’re agreeing to the terms and conditions and to license your work CC-BY on Zenodo and ScholarWorks.[?]

Upload

[?] Unsure? Get Help.
Congrats! Your paper will be available to everyone, forever.

You'll soon find it in ScholarWorks, on Google Scholar, Web of Science, and popular tools like Unpaywall. You can put the link on your website, CV, any profiles, and ResearchGate.

Your paper is now freely available at this link:

https://doi.org/10.23456/2345678

Check back soon to see your paper in ScholarWorks, until then we've put it in Zenodo.

Do Another
Hmm, something looks wrong

We just checked the paper, and it looks like it is probably a publisher's PDF or final proof which the journal prohibits legally sharing in ScholarWorks. You're nearly done, we just need an earlier version to help you get the 30% citation advantage, however we'll share this version on your behalf whenever it's requested.

Try again

This is the right version
Make your research visible and see 30% more citations

Share your paper with help from the library in ScholarWorks. Legally, for free, in minutes. Join millions of researchers sharing their papers freely with colleagues and the public.

Start by entering the DOI of your paper

We'll gather information about your paper and find the easiest way to share it.

e.g. 10.12345.67890

Next
90% drop in cost to facilitate deposit.
Drag and drop deposit.
Set up in 30 minutes.
Pilot in one click.
No hosting or tech skills.
Launch
Deposit whole CVs
Deposit accepted papers
Add cover pages
Get set up in 30 minutes for free at Shareyourpaper.org
Thank you to...
We’re not going to paywall our tools.
So we need your leadership.
Essential
Free, Forever

- Shareyourpaper.org: with all the features above.

Leadership
Flexible pricing, flexible length.

- Shareyourpaper.org: with all the features above.
- Coversheets: we'll provide branded coversheets to help deposits look professional.
- Better discovery: as we'll manually add metadata, even if it's custom [Coming Soon]!
- Less work: as we'll review tricky file deposits [Coming Soon].
- Outreach: we'll direct authors to your repository, and cc you, in requests to your authors [Coming Soon].
- Integrations: allowing direct deposit in your repository [Coming Soon].
- Priority support, input, training & set up.
- Recognition of your leadership: Thanks on our sites.
- Upgraded version of other Open Access Button tools.
Open Access Button helps your patrons find and create Open Access.

DeliverOA makes it easy to find Open Access versions in ILL systems and workflows.

EmbedOA patrons to search for Open Access content on your website (libguide, ILL form).

OAsheet allows libraries to analyse article and journal purchases, and find what’s already Open Access.

And, several guides & integrations
Permissions Checker does checks 100s of articles in seconds, and tells you all you need to know.

Direct2AAM gives easy step-by-step guides for authors to find their Author Accepted Manuscript.

Version Explainer helps authors understand the versions of their article with examples and no jargon.

Templates gives tried and tested templates to get authors enthusiastic about self-archiving.
**Leadership Benefits**

**Local Benefits for You & Your Patrons**

- **Extra features:** on InstantIL and Shareyourpaper.org that benefit your library
- **Priority support:** <18 hour response time 24/7.
- **Priority training & set up:** If you need a hand, we’re here!
- **Priority input:** Guide the direction of our tools.
- **Early access:** You’ll get new tools, and news, first.
- **Recognition of your leadership:** Thanks on our site, and interviews on your thoughts.

**Equitable Infrastructure For All**

- Enables **innovation** towards lower costs and better services, including for your library.
- Supports non-APC driven **Open Access** lowers the cost of providing first class access.
- Supports people who can’t pay to use our tools.
- Supports **competition with for-profit alternatives**, and lower reliance on subscription content.
- Supports maintenance
- Supports **open, transparent, community-owned, privacy-centric, values-aligned infrastructure**.
- Supports **social infrastructure** like OpenCon and SPARC.
Thanks folks! 👋

Get InstantILL: InstantILL.org

Get Shareyourpaper.org: Shareyourpaper.org

Say hi: Joe@openaccessbutton.org

Get updates: Openaccessbutton.org/libraries
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